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Louis Roederer Cristal Brut  2000 188 000

pure pleasure and a sophisticated gastronomic wine, Cristal is both 

powerful and delicate, combining subtlety and precision

wine of origin - France

Dom Perignon  2004 95 000

this wine is currently still physical, compelling, tactile and vibrant

wine of origin - France

Moet et Chandon Rose Imperial  NV 40 000

a glowing colour, bewitching bouquet and an expressive palate

wine of origin - France

Moet et Chandon Imperial  NV 38 000

a style distinguished by it's bright fruitiness and seductive palate

wine of origin - France

Veuve Cliquot  NV 36 000

this golden yellow wine, pleasing to the nose whilst it's complexity 

explodes on the palate

wine of origin - France

Clot D' Ivern Brut  NV 7 000

bubbly and lively, for that everyday sparkling occasion

wine of origin - Spain

prices are inclusive of service charge and vat
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Escudo Rojo Chardonnay  2007 9 700

rounded and creamy with abundant citrus flavours and a spicy toffee finish

wine of origin - Chile          best with: seafood, white meats

Nederburg Sauvignon Blanc  2014 12 000

melon and herbaceous nuances with fresh gooseberries and a hint 

of green figs

wine of origin - South Africa          best with: salads, seafood, poultry 

Cloudy Bay Sauvignon Blanc  2013 16 000

fresh acidity with lovely sauvignon blanc flavours and aromas

wine of origin - New Zealand          best with: crisp salads, seafood, poultry

Mapu  Chardonnay / Sauvignon Blanc  2013 7 000

pale yellow colour, fresh and elegant, developing notes from citrus  

to tropical fruit

wine of origin - Chile          best with: will accompany most foods well

Covo Bianco  2011 10 200

bright straw yellow with greenish hints, fresh, lively, dry and well bodied

wine of origin - Italy          best with: soups, vegetables, appetisers, seafood

Mouton Cadet - White Bordeaux  2012 10 500

a blend of sauvignon blanc, semillion and muscadel with a lively citrus nose

wine of origin - France          best with: seafood

White Blends

prices are inclusive of service charge and vat
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Chardonnay
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Nederburg Rosé  2012 6 900

superbly balanced sweetness with fruit acidity along with a refreshing palate

wine of origin - South Africa          best with: enjoy with all food types

Nederburg Cabernet Sauvignon  2012 12 000

aromas of blackcurrants and cherries with vanilla oak spice in the 

background

wine of origin - South Africa          best with: grilled and barbequed red meats, roast poultry

Arra Cabernet Sauvignon  2006 9 500

flavours of dark chocolate and cherries with a creamy velvety finish

wine of origin - South Africa          best with: grilled red meats, roasts, casseroles

Nederburg Merlot  2012 10 500

soft rich fruit with strawberries and blackcurrants complemented by 

subtle vanilla

wine of origin - South Africa          best with: slow cooked poultry and red meats

Chateau la Vaisinerie Saint Emilion  2010 13 250

expressive nose of bramble fruit, elegant tannins with ripe fruit laying over

wine of origin - France          best with: grilled red meats, poultry

Arra Shiraz  2006 10 500

hints of dark fruit, spices and herbs, made with finesse and a 

delicate texture

wine of origin - South Africa          best with: red meats, poultry, cheese

prices are inclusive of service charge and vat
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Mouton Cadet - Red Bordeaux  2011 10 500

fresh with aromas of red and black fruit, full flavoured and smooth

wine of origin - France          best with: grilled and roasted red meats, hearty stews

Mapu Cabernet Sauvignon / Camenere  2010 7 000

an expolsion of red fruit, blackcurrants, blackberries mingled with

subtle spicy notes

wine of origin - Chile          best with: grilled red meats, poultry, soft cheese

Escudo Rojo  2011 10 000

a blend of cabernet sauvignon, camenere, shiraz and cabernet franc

wine of origin - Chile          best with: red meats, poultry, pasta 

Chateauneuf du Pape - la Fiole du Pape  NV 45 000

easy to understand and easy to appreciate

wine of origin - France          best with: red meats, blue cheese

Chianti Fontestruzzi Spalletti  2013 10 000

100% sangiovese, this wine is ruby red with a bouquet of plums, 

soft and delicate

wine of origin - Italy          best with: antipasta, cured meats, poultry, red meats

Rabino Dolce Moi  NV 15 000

literally -  my sweet!, made espically for an important lady

wine of origin - Italy          best with: desserts

Eva Sparkling Red Grape Juice 4 500

Oranje Rivier Rose Grape Juice 6 500

Martinellis Gold Medal Apple Cider 8 000

Sangiovese

Sweet Red

Non Alcholic Wines

Red Blends




